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OUR WEEK AT OSHC
Monday was creativity day a day that the children used their imaginations and
inventiveness to create! The high lights of the day were making bath bombs, the
children were offered a rainbow of colours and could choose from three different
styles; top deck, tye dye and stripes to make their bath bomb. Each child chose a
character for the middle of their bath bomb and added sprinkles or stars to
decorate the top. The children’s other favorite activity was creating rainbow foam
slime which was a fun sensory science activity.

Tuesday the group competed in laser tag in teams of red vs blue. The children used
the field and trees to hide behind as they chased each other. The group also
enjoyed making red and blue ice blocks to have after the laser tag fun. The other
high lights included kinetic sand castle construction and water gun painting onto
large paper surfaces.
Wednesday was winter wonderland day and the children came dressed in their
pajamas ready for some winter themed fun. The group helped to make “snow” and
enjoyed playing with the snow and creating snowballs. Later the group helped to
bake melting snowman cookies and decorate them with icing, marshmallows and
sprinkles. The children created newspaper snowman people and got to make their
own hot chocolate.
Thursday morning the children were buzzing with excitement in anticipation for
their trip to the movies. They began by decorating their lolly bag for their movie
snacks when they had finished, they choose snacks to go inside. At 9.30 the OSHC
children boarded the bus ready for their trip the movies at Top Ryde. The group
watched “The secret life of pets 2” and loved it! The rest of the day was filled with
candle painting, scratch art and outdoor play.
Friday, OSHC went camping, the children worked together to construct the tents
and tunnels out on the lawn. They then took turns climbing in each tent and
“camping”. The children painted rocks and pine cones as they engaged with nature.
Next the group enjoyed ball games and sand pit play where they cooked camping
style foods. The group enjoyed making smores as a sweet Friday afternoon treat!
The children also liked playing with air powered rockets and took turns attempting
to catch the rockets as they flew through the air up to 30 meters.
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